
From: Gary S. Gevisser 
Sent: Tuesday, October 03, 2006 8:12 PM PT 
To: mlzaltzman@att.net 
Cc: rest; President@whitehouse.gov; Rand LeShay - A MARK; JRK@class-action-
law.com; United States Justice Department; Mossad; 60m@cbsnews.com; artbell-coast; 
drudge@drudgereport.com; Eliot Spitzer - Attorney General of New York State ; 
Goldman Sachs; Jay McMichael - CNN photojournalist; Joseph Steinberg - President of 
Luecadia National Corporation; Kenneth Standard Esq. -Immediate Past President of the 
New State Bar Association; michael sagorin; Newell Starks - Chairman of the Board - 
Sterling Holding Company - A Citicorp Venture Corporation fronting corporation; osher 
asher; Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss; Randall@jumpinvestors.com; Ron Bellows Senior 
- Risk Management specialist - AIG; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; 
Sternshow@howardstern.com; Valerie Schulte Esq. - National Association of 
Broadcasters; Leutenant William Kemery - San Diego Sheriffs Department Internal 
Affairs Unit; Dr. John Ben Stewart MD - aka The Sperm Donor; Peter Evans -Author of 
NEMESIS, c/o Harper Collins; SupremeInternetCourt@yahoogroups.com 
Subject: RE: FW: ...PROMOTE...FICTITIOUS DEBEERS DIAMOND LAWS...smell...---
... 
 
Could you, when finding the time not to fixate on what is of course more than one 
pedophile in the DAAC infested United States Congress, dirty pictures preceding FBI 
Director Edgar J. Hoover dressing up in drag that may have you, but only for a moment 
not being so very angry in blaming all the evils of the world on the “DEVIL”  George W. 
Bush, EXPLAIN in simple English what precisely is going on in your head apart from 
promoting your email address on this list of my relatives, that now has you interrupting 
my “life’s work” to go to the bother of adding you to one of my 3 MDG “hit” lists, so cheap 
that you still won’t even make a contribution to our “social cause”? 
 
You are no different to anyone else sharing their email address to see what information 
you can grab for free and when you see the likes of me exposing your “Achilles Heel”, 
you run for the hills! 
 
No doubt you made a healthy contribution yesterday to your favorite Rabbi in an effort to 
seek “absolution”, not to suggest that you are like Democrat Senator Ted Kennedy a 
devout Roman! 
 
Catholics would not necessarily need me to explain in simple English that each and 
every one of our laws, bearing in mind our much touted indoctrination, “We are a Nation 
of laws…” are made by CRIMINALS, causing a miserable Jewish intellectual midget 
such as yourself to “out of the blue” want to be removed from one-of-a-kind email list 
that represents a statistically valid sampling of the world’s literate and crooked 
population! 
 
And I am talking about even those Roman Catholics who not only have this image of 
Jesus Christ being a Lily White Wheaty Eater with blonde hair, blue eyes, thin red lips, a 
Beverly Hills plastic surgeon perfect Hollywood nose BUT who have yet to realize that 
not only was JC born an orthodox Jew, studied only the Jewish Bible, lived the life of a 
righteous Jewish independent thinker like none before, murdered in pursuit of justice 
exposing the hypocrisy of the heavily corrupt Jewish priesthood, buried according to 
orthodox Jewish custom and would have been alien to the over-the-top corrupt DAAC 
controlled insurance industry. 



 
So which one of my 3 MDG “hit” lists would you prefer and all 3 are just fine with me? 
 
Moreover, your objection to the 833 odd word communiqué that included the 3 words “to 
be continued” had me repeat a 1371 odd word email I sent to investor Randall Kaplan, 
former partner of Daniel Lewin, a 911 murdered member of Israel’s Sayeret Matkal, a 
counter-terrorism unit that few if any within the CIA and FBI would disagree, runs circles 
around anything we are capable of producing in the United States given how each and 
every “law enforcement” arm of the western world is SIGNIFICANTLY more DAAC 
infiltrated than the Mossad who draws upon the likes of Sayeret Matkal, one of a handful 
of Israel’s super-secret and brutally deadly Special Forces units to provide “protection” 
to each and every one of our Arab oil producing tyrants! 
 
Not to mention you also NOW BETTER understand not only why I decided not “sign up” 
for any of Israel’s Defense Forces Special Forces units including its brutal Israeli Air 
Force despite having the, “perfect credentials” that were “observed” by those first 
“watching out” for my “consigliore of consigliore” Royal Mater, Zena Gevisser, BUT 
WHY even Israel’s best of the best Special Forces units, Flotilla 13 has taken 
“inexplicable hits” which possibly NOW, for the first time, Flotilla 13’s most brilliant 
Commanding Officer, Ami Ayalon who “sat home” during this recent Israeli-Hezbollah 
war, may better understand. 
 
Ayalon, once “schooled” in WHY IT IS that the most “CRIMINAL” so “defensively” wrap 
themselves in religious garments while making the most “ungodly laws” will, please G-
d, take the necessary step in “rounding out” not only his education but that of his former 
commandos. today scattered all over the world. resulting in “giving peace a better 
chance”, to mention little once again that peace in the Middle East with Arabs and Jews 
once again, “business partners” will result in finally “coming true” the so sought after, 
“land flowing with milk and honey” and at the same time those awfully whiny 
Americans making much ado about nothing worthless-fictitious DeBeers-Dollars 
“Foreign Aid” getting the most awful “rude awakening” that while cultureless they have 
been “slaves” to, “FICTITIOUS DEBEERS DIAMOND LAWS”. 
 
Ayalon is highly unlikely to be in the least bit “astonished” to hear how few worthless 
“diamond currency” it took to provide Hezbollah getting prior to September 8, 1997 the 
“lowdown” resulting in Flotilla 13 suffering “a serious blow during a raid in Lebanon, 
when it was caught in a Hezbollah ambush and 11 of its soldiers were killed, 
including the unit commander”, given the “briefings” I have received ever since I 
“showed my stuff” both academically and physically during Gadna training back in the 
fall of 1972 while the likes of my American attorney King Golden Jr. Esq. stood 
motionless on the flatbed trailer as his worthless mentor, Senator Edmund “Crybaby” 
Muskie collapsed in to a heap of tears incapable of responding to allegations from the 
pitiful media alluding to this Democrat Presidential front-runner’s wife liking to smoke and 
“talk dirty” although I don’t recall King saying she was that big a “slut”, no doubt nothing 
quite like the Kennedy Clap spreading First Lady Jackie O,  
 
While author Peter Evans who has made a good living exploiting the peccadilloes of well 
known FOOLS NAMES, FOOLS FACES IN PUBLIC PLACES he has never really, at 
least to the best of my knowledge, ever got in to the knitty gritty of why in fact the DAAC 
needed to assign one of its top operatives and JUSTICE DEPARTMENT informer, 
Maurice Templeton to keep the highly promiscuous First Lady from “blowing her lid” 



not to mention the “dirty pictures” Joe Kennedy, first Chairman of the Securities 
Exchange Commission had on another first rate slut First Lady that had wheelchair 
bound Democrat President Franklin D. Roosevelt willing to set the United States on 
the path to becoming the greatest welfare state in history. 
 
Ayalon may not even need to call a meeting of me and increasingly edgy Edward Jay 
Epstein for EJE to explain why he has never responded to a single email of mine 
including this first highly informative communiqué I sent him on January 13th 2004  that 
when he saw the words “male heir” this DAAC stooge knew he was in very big trouble 
and gained nothing by responding and tightening the noose around his neck. 
 
David Ben Gurion may not have known when I, along with other spoiled rotten Jewish 
South African 15-year olds sat cross-legged on a green patch of grass in front of his 
small, very modest home at Kibbutz-Midrasha Sde Boker on November 1st, 1972 some 
57 odd days after the murder of the defenseless 11 Israeli athletes at the 1972 Munich 
Olympic Games, that I could “add” well “above average” but he wouldn’t have been 
surprised if the same didn’t apply to a good number of my friends who like me had no 
choice being raised in the 3rd Reich’s Southern Division that took root in South Africa the 
same year Israel was granted “Statehood” by a very DAAC corrupted United Nations 
that didn’t think for a moment that the State of Israel would survive more than a few 
hours, not to mention, however, that I once ran into one of his military attaches at a 
branch of Bank Leumi in Tel-Aviv after I had made an inconsequential deposit in to one 
of my Royal Mater’s not all that many foreign bank accounts. 
 
DBG, however as I found out soon after his death 13 months later to the day, knew a 
great deal about both my well above average and very humble fighter-bomber-pilot 
father and his father’s “interests” in Israel as well as my RM, not to ever forget Yehuda 
Matov, my RM’s Israeli “personal escort” but felt, given how “quick” I was to “back off” 
from any physical confrontation I could, “do with sum aggressive training” [sic] knowing, 
however, that from when I much younger I could both “protect” myself with the likes of 
both an Uzzi submachine gun and as well as high powered rifle even if I looked rather 
awkward in this “staged” photo-shoot; more importantly I knew how best to listen very 
well by keeping my big mouth shut and in the event of getting “caught with my pants 
down” I would “exhaust all my smarts”, not in the least bit afraid to run as fast as my 
chicken legs would carry the rest of my miserable body, dwarflike arms, a torso without a 
chest, no shoulders to speak of, big nose and the such until such time as I entered the 
water before taking the deepest breath and staying “dead still”. 
 
It is now long past the time when I would ordinarily be taking my Super Intelligent Italian 
Greyhound on his 3rd 90 minute loop walk of Noble Canyon, Pypeetoe’s so faithful 
“guardian” Maggie who while possibly in better shape than any Labrador going on 13-
years of age cannot master the large rocks more than once a day. 
 
I am very much “biding my time” as my “secret weapon” wife and I plan our next trip to 
China possibly next week, KNOWING PERFECTLY WELL that the overwhelming 
majority on my email list CANNOT BRING THEMSELVES to see anything good beyond 
what is “comical” in George W. Bush, not DARING to look themselves in the mirror and 
“test their look” were they to debate independent thinkers such as myself and MDG. 
 
Of course, in this statistically relevant LARGE GROUP are included those VERY 
FINANCIALLY POOR suffering as horribly as the “filthy rich” from the almost 



impossible to escape, “Poverty of Thought”, the result primarily of having so “bought 
in to the lies” that STILL give meaning to their pitiful lives such as the United States 
Constitution, the flag and the such, G-d forbid anyone suggest the noble cause, “pursuit 
of truth”. 
 
So why not at least try looking yourself in the mirror RIGHT THIS INSTANT as you 
CHOOSE to “buy into” what you see on TV, hear on radio and read in the so 
extraordinarily DAAC controlled western “multi-tongued” media that the only thing “free” 
about our “free speech” is to the extent it costs the DAAC “next to nothing” and when 
you find all that is wrong with your look along with all the “wrongs” of George W. Bush 
then find the courage to email me with all your thoughts. 
 
There are, as Ami Ayalon would know, several “highly secure” ways to “reach me” 
although I have been exceedingly careful in providing sufficient “money trails” for 
Israel’s Special Forces to begin “repositioning” their “resources” all over the world 
beginning with simply observing ALL those FOOLS NAMES FOOLS FACES IN 
PUBLIC PLACES who CONTINUE to fail in distancing themselves from the co-
founders-conspirators of THE DIAMOND INVENTION, American Charles Engelhard and 
Anglo Harry Oppenheimer who while “presenting a public front” of being Jewish were 
nothing of the sort and as expected were both buried as Christians with their “faithful 
worshipers” such as Democrat Senator Ted Kennedy, former Democrat President 
Lyndon Johnson and Democrat Vice President Humphrey forced to “pay their 
respects”.  
 
Americans DARING to declare anything “illegal” let alone so smugly, “ILLEGAL IS 
ILLEGAL” in reference to hard working immigrants whose ancestors had more rights, 
apart from not having the “biggest gun”, to these borderless lands than any of our 
LWWE “4fathers” [sic], many slave owners serving the “best interests” of the British 
Crown-Colonies that were corporations with “legal authority” to do as “pleased” the 
Crown, should be enough of a WARNING SIGN for CONSCIOUS Americans 
increasingly “sick to their stomachs” their “poor diet” just one factor, TV another that 
could help them “turn off” all the nonsense that has those sounding increasingly like the 
DAAC Hitler’s Brown Shirts SOON, “shutting the ef up” [sic].  
 
BTW were you aware that my orthodox Jewish Royal Mater who is the suntanned 
person [click on “oy” hyperlink] standing, bending over in our lounge at our first 
residence in Durban North, South Africa known as Highlands, educated me, who is 
cross-legged amongst my 3 elder siblings on the far left in the red Chinese outfit, more in 
the teachings of Confucius than Judaism not simply because Zena Gevisser knew so 
very little about the genius of Judaism, relying on her best friend Professor Rabbi Abner 
Weiss to fill in any of the very few gaps not covered by Confucius, Confucianism all 
about the “merit system”, rewarding those who actually perform so easy to tell “apart” 
those “talking sh*t” [sic], especially with the Digital Age as the past and the future all 
come together in the present! 
 
Please give serious thought before joining the ranks of Woodbury and Co. as I proceed 
to do what IT IS that needs to done including completing my rather lengthy missive to my 
one American programmer Adam Tucker, the price of gold last trading at $576.50 a troy 
ounce, not to mention I know of no pawn shop or retail gold coin trading operation 
anywhere in the world having as a Point of Sale Display this 1087 odd word email I sent 
Randy Leshay back on September 27th that resulted in now very quiet Randy 



responding, “Thank you”, to mention little of you UNDERSTANDING PERFECTLY 
WELL what had former 3rd Reich’s Southern Division military man, Osher “Efer” Asher, 
now a “consultant” to the U.S. Marines at Pendleton, California going so “deafeningly 
silent” the INSTANT he finished reading my “INTERESTING” 411 odd word analysis of 
the “brainwashed” Steven R. Weisman of the New York Times, so carefully chosen to 
write the article, U.S. Seeks Bigger China Role in I.M.F. 
 
Now finally turn your attention to the Richard Nixon tapes that had this very crooked but 
still SMART enough American lawyer-liar-businessman to open up the Chinese market 
to our mostly drug-dependant-insurance influence. 
 
What apart from Nixon’s Secretary of State, Henry Killinger Kissinger, on the payroll 
of the DAAC, would have prevented Killinger from informing Nixon when mouthing off 
anti-Semitic rhetoric that looked like it was coming right out of the playbook of Mullahs 
under the “command and control” of our DAAC Arab tyrants, as he and Nixon got on 
their  hands and knees seeking, I assume, “truth” and to enlighten Nixon that the 
“Jewish  bankers” Nixon was convinced were “in control of everything” were non-
Jews also causing Killinger’s testicles to ache, not to mention Killinger, not quite 
“getting his way” with our great, most honorable President George W. Bush, not even 
close. 
 
Quite brilliant White House spokesman Tony Snow in “sending to Coventry” this former 
anything but Jewish non-elected DAAC government official who after being “dismissed” 
by GWB went running to the media, “crying foul”. 
 
Separating the “wheat from the chaff” can be helped by each one of us first, emailing 
Hollywood blockbuster author EJE and asking him simply why a) he, such a thorough 
investigative journalist-author left the reader of his most devious and so fascinating 
INTERNET ONLY book, THE DIAMOND INVENTION, with the impression that both 
Charles Engelhard and Harry Oppenheimer were Jewish and b) IT IS taking so long 
for EJE and Killinger and Co’s to provide EASY updates, filling in all the other VERY 
IMPORTANT gaps that THEY KNOW versus BELIEVE that I could accomplish with my 
“eyes closed” in a matter of minutes, certainly less time than it takes CBS to air its 60 
Minutes, not to mention in simply putting up with being surrounded the rest of my life by 
uninteresting crooks, “turning a blind eye” and “losing” my character let alone an 
“opportunity to find, “The Hand of G-d” I could have “taken over” from my uncle David 
Gevisser as the American head of the DAAC.  
 
Second, get everyone you know who says they have a “moral compass” to make a 
diagram with the DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel  [DAAC] in the center surrounded by 
all the different groups, corporations and institutions now “deafeningly silent” all “inter-
feeding” and supporting each other’s lies, looking like they’re independent but are in fact 
one.  
 
Thanks. 
 
[Paragraphs 28] 
 
 
 

 



From: mlzaltzman@att.net 

Sent: Tuesday, October 03, 2006 9:21 AM 
To: Gary S. Gevisser 

Subject: RE: FW: ...SMELL...---... 
 

no idea but appreciate if you would remove it 

thanks 

 

-------------- Original message from "Gary S. Gevisser" <gevisser@sbcglobal.net>: --------------  
 

 
How did you get on my list? 
 

 
From: mlzaltzman@att.net 

Sent: Tuesday, October 03, 2006 5:35 AM 
To: Gary S. Gevisser 

Subject: Re: FW: ...SMELL...---... 
 

please remove me from your email list  

sent to zaltzman@bellsouth.net or mlzaltzman@att.net 

Thank you 

-------------- Original message from "Gary S. Gevisser" <gevisser@sbcglobal.net>: --------------  

FYI 
 

 
From: Gary S. Gevisser 
Sent: Tuesday, October 03, 2006 12:43 AM PT 
To: Adam Tucker 
Cc: rest; Michael Sagorin; Ron Bellows Senior - Risk Management specialist - AIG; 
Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc. 
Subject: FW: ...SMELL...---... 
 
I got a “second wind”, added “sum” [sic] hyperlinks, tried improving the format and 
threw in the word, “be”. 
 
[Word count 19] 
 

 
From: Gary S. Gevisser 
Sent: Tuesday, October 03, 2006 12:00 AM PT 



To: Adam Tucker 
Cc: rest; President@whitehouse.gov; devin_standard@comcast.net; artbell-coast; Dr. 
Laura Family; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention ; Eliot Spitzer - 
Attorney General of New York State ; Jay McMichael - CNN photojournalist; JRK@class-
action-law.com; Oprah; Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss; Valerie Schulte Esq. - National 
Association of Broadcasters;; President Rosenberg of the Screen Actors Guild; Linda 
Hoody - Charter School teacher-consultant; Roger W. Robinson; Rush Limbaugh; South 
China Morning Post; United States Justice Department; Moss ad; 
SupremeInternetCourt@yahoogroups.com 
Subject: ...SMELL...---... 
 
Today, Yom Kippur… 

 

 
 


